POWERPLAY℠ presented by Raytheon Technologies

Navigation Images with Printing Instructions
A4 Paper for International Use

Please read instructions prior to printing Navigation Images!
Navigation Image Instructions

1. Print this set of Navigation Image on A4 paper.
2. Print on white cardstock paper.
3. **DO NOT** scale any of the images when printing.
4. These will be hung on the outside of the playing field using clear sheet protectors. For official placement please see the [Field Setup and Assembly Guide](#).
Blue Alliance Audience Wall Target, Grid B1 (International A4)
Printed Center Image Size: 22.9cm wide x 16.3cm tall (± 0.1cm)
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Blue Alliance Rear Wall Target, Grid B6 (International A4)
Printed Center Image Size: 22.9cm wide x 16.3cm tall (± 0.1cm)
Red Alliance Rear Wall Target, Grid E6 (International A4)
Printed Center Image Size: 22.9cm wide x 16.3cm tall (± 0.1cm)